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Win your well  earned Logotherapy graduate degree without  
interrupting  your  career,  relocating  your  family,  sacrificing  
your  finances  or  gambling  yours  on  winning  at  graduate  
school roulette -- with our world class online programs. When  
you complete the work, you do indeed receive this honor!

The DeVille Logotherapy Learning CenterThe DeVille Logotherapy Learning Center
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Congratulations!Congratulations!
You have wisely chosen to earn your pragmatic online graduate degree in the art and  

science of Frankl/DeVille Logotherapy.  This is our terminal program of five majors,  

eighteen mega-courses and over four score existential psychology classics from many  

world class scholars from whose work you can develop your own MS or PhD program  

according to your personal interests and needs.  Completing your individualized course  

of study from this cornucopia of world class knowledge leads to professional wisdom  

enough to serve society extremely well within an established organization or from your  

own private practice – through the physical, psychological and philosophical aspects of  

life.  And  although  existence  has  many  challenges,  the  fact  remains  constant  that  

society still rewards most the persons who serve it best.  Your professional Logotherapy  

expertise  shall  be  verified  by  your  well  earned  diploma,  transcripts,  letters  of  

commendation and professional certification but even more so by the intellectual and  

emotional firepower you shall carry into your love, labor and leadership that empowers  

you to counsel, lecture, coach and write professionally for the rest of your life. 

We welcome you to your life's journey with us in Logotherapy. We are always available  

and please don't hesitate to contact us.

Warmly,

Jard DeVille
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BEYOND TRADITIONAL GRADUATE PROGRAMSBEYOND TRADITIONAL GRADUATE PROGRAMS 

We of The DeVille Logotherapy Learning Center have focused on meeting 21st Century 
human needs by development of the DeVille Logotherapy Learning Center to train  
excellent Logotherapy or soul health and empowerment practitioners who serve society  
significantly  by  synthesizing  existential  psychology  and  metaphysical  philosophy  to  
make life personally meaningful and communally supportive for themselves and their  
families, clients and organizations.  

           To help you develop your own life empowering career, we have spent literally 
decades in the researching and refining of Franklian Logotherapy -- along with learning 
potent  concepts,  counseling and coaching others  to  win personal  significance and by 
interpreting the crucial constructs that appear in our DeVILLE LOGOTHERAPY LEARNING  

CENTER’S Core Curriculum that you shall find  on page nineteen of this study guide. 
As you have probably learned from our website -- you have received or shall download 
your  free  introductory online course called  YOUR SEARCH FOR A MEANINGFUL LIFE. 

This Learning Center guide also applies while reading Viktor Frankl’s great collateral 
primer called MAN’S SEARCH FOR MEANING. Viktor’s excellent Logotherapy book has 
been used by tens of millions of men and women in more than thirty languages in what 
we DeVilles also call  a  Spirit  Wellness approach.  Frankl’s  Logotherapy accomplished 
several crucial things for our society through the past two generations.

FIRST – The United States Library Of Congress rated Frankl’s  MAN’S SEARCH FOR 

MEANING as one of the ten most influential books ever published in human commerce. 
Logotherapy was developed by Viktor during the horrors of the Holocaust and World War 
II, in order to focus on finding personal meaning for human lives from the mid to late 
twentieth century. Then, currently, we of the DEVILLE LOGOTHERAPY LEARNING CENTER 

have adapted and interpreted Frankl’s superb constructs to organize sound communities 
of good persons with whom we share faith, hope and love while meeting our more and 
more complex twenty-first century needs.  

Our complementary introductory course -- YOUR SEARCH FOR A MEANINGFUL LIFE -- 
is the most complete presentation of Logotherapy created since Frankl’s volumes MAN’S 

SEARCH FOR MEANING, THE UNCONSCIOUS GOD  and THE DOCTOR AND THE SOUL 

appeared in the mid-nineteen fifties. And while an author will  occasionally produce a 
single book based on Logotherapy, Professor DeVille and his staff  have published twenty 
hard copy and ebook volumes. Eighteen of them make up the core curriculum found on 
page  nineteen.  Our  development  of  communal  belonging as  a  sound  construct  with 
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Viktor’s personal meaning leads to the life enhancing existential equation of Logotherapy 
as a soul health multiplier --  

LOGOTHERAPY (Spirit Wellness) = f (Personal Meaning
 x Communal Belonging)  

           We do move along through Logotherapy -- for as Viktor said of himself and his 
mentor and pen pal – Sigmund Freud --  so we say --

A dwarf riding on a giant’s shoulders can sometimes see further along the  
trail than the giant can!  

          We have continued building on Viktor’s firm foundation although existential  
psychology, metaphysical philosophy and several of our contributing disciplines such as 
anthropology,  sociology  and  biology  have  matured  considerably  over  the  last  half-
century.  We have accounted for these continuing developments.  

SECOND  – Almost  every  college  student  and  most  social  and  behavioral  science 
professors of the middle to late twentieth century, learned much about living wisely and 
well from Viktor’s volume MAN’S SEARCH FOR MEANING. Then, his sound Logotherapy 
attitudes and activities helped motivate the deeply committed men and women that news 
anchor Tom Brokaw called America’s Greatest Generation.  Those bold souls formed the 
dedicated  society  that  ended  the  Great  Depression,  defeated  the  vicious  Fascists  in 
Europe and Asia during World War II, turned several violent nations into democracies, 
created the labor unions that built the affluent middle class, brought gender and racial 
equality  to  our  sexist  and  racist  rural  regions  and  educated  a  generation  of  college 
students who contributed so much to so many souls.  They salted America in its best days 
with Frankl’s Logotherapy even when they didn’t know the term.  Even today elderly 
women and men still recall with great satisfaction the victories they won and the sense of 
purpose and fulfillment they experienced during the great days of existential freedom 
when they were creating an affluent and generous America and saving the world from 
fascism.  For example, a retired biology professor recently told us – 

I went into the University of Tennessee as an anxious Hill Billy girl who had  
never spoken on a telephone or typed a letter and emerged a cool Mountain  
William PhD. 
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This leads to our second existential equation of Logotherapy.

SPIRIT WELLNESS (Logotherapy) = f (Existential Psychology x  
Metaphysical Philosophy)

THIRD  – Logotherapy,  keeps  our  focus  on  human  subjectively  and  spirituality  for 
committed scholars who have a maturing mind-set and high expectations.   We are neither 
a college nor a university that has a wide selection of academic disciplines.  We are a well 
focused computerized, pragmatic learning center that offers only terminal Logotherapy 
master’s  and doctoral  programs for  professional  persons in  situations where  spiritual  
values or  ethical  virtues, positive  attitudes,  high  expectations, mature  beliefs and 
responsible choices virtually assure one’s own satisfaction.  We do only Logotherapy but 
we do it extraordinary well for the preparation of ambitious men and women to create a 
good life with superb careers within public and private organizations of various kinds or 
to develop their own private practices in which they write meaningfully, lead, lecture and 
counsel or coach others.   

Our  intense  focus  on  a  single  life-enhancing  discipline  separates  us  from  
traditional  college  communities  and  confuses  scholars  who  apparently  want  
many full, associate and assistant professors standing before students or doing  
research and winning financial grants.  We of the Logotherapy Learning Center  
don’t  fit  into  any  of  the  traditional  academic  niches,  because  our  online  
approach has transcended traditional learning.  

Lecturing as a means of transmitting knowledge was needed in medieval schools  
when colleges were first organized -- because the few handwritten books were much too 
valuable to be entrusted to grubby students. Therefore, the professor would read the text 
at night by candlelight and then the next day tell a few students what he had learned.  We 
should not think that those handwritten manuscripts were naïve and bigoted about the 
human condition but they were not. The ancient scholars like Socrates, Aristotle and more 
ancient  Greeks,  Persians,  and  Romans  filled  several  great  libraries  like  the  one  in 
Alexandria with much knowledge and wisdom. The main problem was that it could take a 
year to laboriously copy a great book and then only one tenth of one percent of the people 
could study it.  And while after Gutenberg it night take a month or two to typeset a book,  
a thousand or more copies could be sold across the land. We would have thought the 
invention of printing would have ended the  awkward lecture approach but apparently it 
hasn’t. But, we have bypassed it – have indeed created a superb Core Curriculum of a 
million and one third words in eighteen full  size volumes that fits  very nicely into a 
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thumb drive. And we have in the last two or three decades of the information revolution 
made even greater strides with our ebooks.

          Our YOUR SEARCH FOR A MEANINGFUL LIFE course of some eighty thousand 
words, is the most complete study course about personal meaning in places of the heart 
where we belong among good souls since Frankl’s great books appeared.  And it can 
become your gateway to great knowledge and wisdom. We hope that in the next decade 
or  two  more  and  more  colleges  will  use  our  approach  to  computerized  learning  or 
Existential -- Basic, Orderly, Organized Knowledge (EBOOK)  shall find ways to offer 
cutting edge learning centers like our own.

The  Logotherapy Learning Center has neither a football  team nor an Olympic 
swimming  pool.  We  sponsor  no  Freshman mixer  sock  hops  and  have  no  boisterous 
fraternity  keg  parties.  We  do  not  lecture  two  hundred  sophomores  in  Introductory 
Psychology at 7:30am three days a week as we did for years at several colleges.  We 
don’t have a stately ivy covered red brick Old Main Hall from the 1880s.  We didn’t even 
hire a resident faculty for the Central Accrediting Association or the Distance Education 
Council to interview.   And alas -- we have no multimillion dollar trust fund.  We do, 
however,  have an independent online professional career school in a remarkable new 
lifestyle discipline of great worth.    
           

What we do have is our eighteen course pure, unadulterated Logotherapy mega-
course Core Curriculum in five online self-study majors that are so valuable that some of 
them were first published internationally by fine book houses like William Morrow, New 
American Library, Farnsworth, Baker Books and Word -- plus several foreign publishers. 
More of our eighteen Core programs have been taught as short courses for Universities 
like Arizona, Alaska, Wisconsin, Purdue and others – while we also trained managers and 
executives  in  Logotherapy  Leadership  from  such  corporations  as  Ford  Motors,  3M, 
Honeywell, Cargill, Digital and a hundred more. Obviously, Frankl/DeVille  Logotherapy 
as we interpret it -- is a world class approach for winning meaning and focusing one’s  
career wisely and well in good places where life is satisfying.  

You  really  must  Google  the  names Viktor  Frankl  and Jard  DeVille with  the  term 
Logotherapy to get a better understanding of spirit wellness or soul health and what we 
are all about.
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Since we are not a university graduate school with many hurdles and foibles and a 
fixation on petty  animal  research  –  we focus  entirely  on  the  education of  pragmatic 
Logotherapy professionals who work with and through persons. The surest way to be 
denied candidacy or tenure in almost any graduate school is to become a brilliant teacher 
or counselor whom the students admire. The climate truly is publish your research or 
perish academically. Research to win financial grants for the department always takes 
precedence over teaching or counseling on an eighty/ twenty ratio – while we DeVilles 
reverse that order as we continue writing and supplying major learning opportunities to 
our scholars.  

You should know that most university psychology courses are taught by graduate 
assistants  just  a  year  or  two  ahead  of  their  students.   Also,  it  is  almost  as  hard  to 
reorganize a university with its colliding vested interests -- as it is to revive a cemetery. 
For example the University of Minnesota has been struggling to bring a Technical Library 
under the auspices of the University  Information Center – for twenty years now!  And 
those faculty stars whose reputations are cited to recruit graduate students -- are so busy 
writing and winning tenure and struggling for grants that they complain about having to 
teach  one  classroom  course  every  two  or  three  years.   Moreover  --  most  graduate 
psychology schools are hotbeds of faculty squabbles over grants and tenure and cut-throat 
student competition for survival  at  each successively higher hurdle they must face at  
regular  intervals.  More  than  a  few graduate  students  have  gotten  halfway  through  a 
degree program only to have his committee chairman depart for greener pastures and 
leave his candidates stranded midstream.  Other students have been doing well until after 
two or more years of effort, some frustrated member of the faculty dislikes their work. 
All it takes is one negative graduate committee vote to end a blossoming academic career. 
           

Graduate  departments  are  especially  painful  and  difficult  for  successful,  self-
directing adults who return for higher degrees.  In the first place, competent adults are 
suspect because they often ask too many pointed questions and even dare to challenge 
long standing traditions and ideologies. Most mature scholars are admitted only because 
legal statutes and most grants forbid age discrimination.  Even so – every new graduate 
student, regardless of his or her previous career achievements, begins as the lowest grunt 
on the totem pole who fetches the department’s wood and draws the water.  Even worse – 
many  a  student  has  had his  or  her  dissertation  research  appear  in  a  journal  under  a 
committee  member’s  name  with  never  a  hint  that  a  student  did  the  actual  research. 
Someone has said that the faculty fights are so ferocious because the rewards are so low. 
Even  the  brilliant  Dugald  Arbuckle  quipped  to  Professor  DeVille  when  they  were 
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lecturing at the Dyslexic Clinic conjoined with the University of Wisconsin, that he -- a 
decorated Royal Canadian Air Force veteran, leading existential author, and Counseling 
Chairman  at  Boston  University  could  not  have  tolerated  the  way  most  psychology 
graduate schools misuse their students today. Much curiosity and the boldness that creates 
great  research  and  teaching  excellence  is  beat  out  of  the  youngsters  in  the  current 
ideological lords and laborers behavioral system.  Dugald also said that the best research 
papers he has ever written remain in his bottom desk drawer because the editors of the 
journals prefer flashy potboiler junk.  He proudly proclaims --

I am  no rat psychologist!

           And then too – a doctorate from Harvard, Northwestern, Stanford or Southern 
Methodist can set you back fifty to seventy thousand dollars. Even an online run of the 
mill MBA from an unremarkable Nebraska school recently cost a professional associate 
of ours more than twenty thousand dollars.  These costs occur at a time when there is  
virtually no faculty movement in colleges and universities for positions to open.  Betting 
several years of one’s life on a traditional campus graduate degree in law, management, 
teaching or government services can be fraught with disappointment and disastrous debt 
when there are scores of applicants for every decent job and many graduate scholars end 
up driving taxicabs, waiting tables or working in nursing homes in order to stay afloat 
financially.  It’s better you should study with us!   

           
We of the Logotherapy Learning Center have avoided all of that  graduate school 

uncertainty.  To spell it out – we have a total fixed cost of twenty-five hundred dollars for 
the masters and thirty-five hundred dollars for the doctorate, discounts are available if 
you have financial concerns. And even that is payable in monthly amounts.  When you 
work at your major and its core courses with world class collateral volumes with us, no 
one complicates your efforts with extraneous or irrelevant demands.  You study what you 
deem best.  And you can change majors and courses in mid-stream without any penalty it 
that  seems  best  for  yourself.   You  compete  only  with  yourself.   You  set  your  own 
deadlines at your pace and in your own space.  And while the work will make you sweat 
and sometimes seem to draw blood – Logotherapy is filled with fascinating knowledge 
and wisdom from the beginning for every intelligent man or woman who has an iota of 
interest  in  understanding  and  benefiting  from  studying  and  managing  the  human 
condition.  
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You  can  see  our  quality  of  knowledge  for  yourself  by  perusing  your  free 
downloaded copy of  our  introductory  course  –  YOUR SEARCH FOR A MEANINGFUL 

LIFE.  

And should you have trouble getting started or while along the way, your 
academic Don will coach you until you get it right. Complete the work and there are no 
disappointments.  You shall be awarded your well earned degree that has real firepower 
for careers in public or private organizations or through lecturing, conducting seminars, 
counseling and blog writing in one’s private practice.  Because we are neither training 
psychologists  nor  social  workers,  we do no psychotherapy and offer  no psychotropic 
drugs for mood changing experiences.  Our excellent teaching/learning approach draws 
from Frankl’s thirty-four books and our own twenty volumes – eighteen of which have 
been rewritten into our online self-study mega-courses within the five majors all of which 
can be seen in this guide.  Our approach enables you to master Logotherapy  in the sound 
Alvin Toffler fashion –
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           Learn How To Learn When You Need Valid Knowledge --

           Learn How To Choose Wisely For Yourself And Family –

           Learn How To Relate Well To All Kinds Of  Persons –

          We not only train graduate students with the best from Logotherapy as reported in 
our combined Frankl/DeVille books, we also have you  enter the fascinating minds of 
more than a of score world class scholars such as  Soren Kierkegaard, Sigmund Freud,  
Anna Freud, Alfred Adler, Karen Horney, Otto Rank, Laura Perle, Betty Fridan, Carl  
Rogers, Abraham Maslow, Muriel James, Dugald Arbuckle and many more through their 
world class constructs about love, labor and leadership in the physical, psychological and 
philosophical aspects of life.  

           Because of our deeply professional focus on Logotherapy and its applications -- 
we cannot  accept  transfer  credits  from other  graduate  programs.   To accept  graduate 
credits from other schools of psychology into our MS and PhD degree programs would 
dilute  our  content  and  be  detrimental  to  our  students’  Logotherapy  training.  This 
restriction  should  come  as  no  great  surprise.  We  know  of  no  graduate  school  in 
psychology that allows a student to begin his or her graduate work at one school and then 
transfers those credits toward its own degrees.  Students must do all of their study at the 
graduate  school  granting  the  degree and we are  comfortable  with that  near  universal 
principle.  We encourage our potential scholars to choose their goals carefully – because 
we want you  to graduate from the Logotherapy Learning Center with a vast body of 
knowledge and great wisdom about human meaning in places where they belong in faith, 
hope and love.  

We recommend very strongly that you work through enough of  YOUR SEARCH 

FOR A MEANINGFUL LIFE. mega-course to make a solid commitment before studying 
Logotherapy with us.  

FIRST --   Do  our  five  Logotherapy  or  Spirit  Wellness  majors  and  eighteen  Core  
courses about a potent life motivate you enough to earn a pragmatic degree?  

SECOND – Is your personal learning style compatible with our online, self-focused  
learning approach to love, labor and leadership? 

THIRD – Do you have the determination to spend your discretionary time alone with  
your courses in order to reach a goal that is a year or more away?  
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           As a single discipline online learning center that is neither a college nor a 
university,  that  doesn’t  accept  other  school’s  credits  and  transfers  our  own  only  on 
request from another institution -- accreditation is not an issue for us.  The accreditation 
agencies simply are not organized to evaluate our  teaching/learning approach.  Their 
eyes glaze over when they learn we have no professors struggling for tenure, no large 
budgets and no ivy covered buildings.  We are convinced that we can receive no greater 
form of approval than the way we have been so well received by literally multitudes of 
souls  personally  and  via  print  and  electronic  media  in  two  world  speaking/teaching 
engagements that took Professor DeVille from all over the United States to Japan and 
China, to Australia, New Zealand,  Singapore,  Kuala Lumpur, the Middle East,  Europe 
and back again.   Our validation comes from –

OUR PUBLISHED BOOKSOUR PUBLISHED BOOKS -- NICE GUYS FINISH FIRST, LOVERS FOR LIFE, THE  
PASTORS’ HANDBOOK ON INTERPERSONAL RELATIONS, THE PSYCHOLOGY OF  
LEADERSHIP , etc.

SHORT LOGOTHERAPY COURSESSHORT LOGOTHERAPY COURSES -- For Purdue University, University of 
Indiana (Indianapolis), The Universities of Arizona, Wisconsin, Alaska, Nebraska 
(Omaha) and many smaller schools – 
 
SEMINARSSEMINARS -- For managers and executives from very successful corporations like 
Ford Motors,  Cargill, 3M, Honeywell, Intel and etc.    

A THOUSAND MANAGERS A THOUSAND MANAGERS -- From a hundred or more international 
organizations of all types, who were in Professor DeVille’s Leadership Logotherapy 
course,  rated it at a hitherto unheard of 3.68 on a four point scale at the University of 
Arizona in Tucson for eight consecutive years

YOU REALLY MUST GOOGLE THE NAMESYOU REALLY MUST GOOGLE THE NAMES Viktor Frankl and Jard DeVille 
and the term Logotherapy to get a better understanding of spirit wellness or soul health  
and what we are all about. 

           Actually,  accreditation  is  a  quality  control  mechanism for  schools  and for  the 
transfer of sound credits largely from one undergraduate college to another.   We offer no 
undergraduate work but work only toward higher Logotherapy degrees.   Accreditation is 
also  necessary  in  assuring  graduate  school  faculties  of  the  competence of  incoming 
undergraduate scholars  and to persuade employers of  a graduate’s  likely value to the 
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organization.  Because our Learning Center courses are pragmatic rather than academic 
research oriented and are terminal in nature rather than transferable -- leading only to our 
higher Logotherapy degrees rather than as transfer credits,  certification in our system is a 
private matter offered to each successful student.  Our entries on Google and others and 
the world class quality of YOUR SEARCH FOR A MEANINGFUL LIFE and our core courses 
reveal our quality.  

WE DO ONLY LOGOTHERAPY WHEN EMPOWERING LIVES WE DO ONLY LOGOTHERAPY WHEN EMPOWERING LIVES 

AND SUCCESSFUL CAREERS BUT WE DO IT AND SUCCESSFUL CAREERS BUT WE DO IT 

EXTRAORDINARILY WELL ONLINEEXTRAORDINARILY WELL ONLINE
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PLANNING YOUR WORKPLANNING YOUR WORK
1. You begin your degree programs by downloading our  free  introductory core mega-
course, YOUR SEARCH FOR A MEANINGFUL LIFE and registering your intent to complete 
the first course,  YOUR SEARCH FOR A MEANINGFUL LIFE without financial obligation 
with the Registrar via email, dee@fulfillmentforum.com  or  toll-free at 1-888-611-5531. 

This project will become your initial LEARNING CENTER move by the simple expedient 
of reading the chapters,  completing the embedded course work and  emailing a brief  
three or four page response or uploading your report to your Secure SkyDrive folder  
which we assign to you, to the concepts you learned or a critique of the course.

Next, obtain and read Frankl’s  MAN’S SEARCH FOR MEANING     (click the link for our 
Google library list) the collateral list and emailing a two or three page response to our  
Registrar or uploading your report to your Secure SkyDrive folder which we assign to  
you.  MAN’S SEARCH is still in print and virtually every library on earth has copies or 
you can borrow this great best seller. A simple two to three page email to our Registrar  
shall suffice. Then you are well on your way toward a Logotherapy degree. 

2. After your letter of application or intent is emailed to our Registrar or via PayPal with a 
fifty dollar (completely deductible) earnest fee to the  LEARNING CENTER.  Click the 
link  Logotherapy  Learning  Center Registration   and go to PayPal at the bottom of the 
page if you have not already done so.  This is the initial monthly payment and after you 
submit it please call Dee toll Free at 1-888-611-5531 or email dee@fulfillmentforum.com 
to discuss further payment arrangements.

3.  After you make financial arrangements you select and begin the core and collateral 
courses  that  follow  completing  our  gratis  YOUR  SEARCH introductory  course  and 
reading Frankl’s  MAN’S SEARCH.  Your Don will help you with your selection if you 
wish.  

The very affordable total cost for the MS degree is two thousand dollars while the PhD 
degree is three thousand dollars. Either fee can be paid in two ways. A pre-payment will 
allow you a five hundred dollar discount if received within a month of acceptance into a 
program.  A study group of three or more scholars will also receive a five hundred dollar  
discount per scholar in addition to any prepaid discounts. The tuition fees can also be 
paid monthly with a one or two hundred dollar deposit until the balance is paid. This 
usually occurs within twelve months for the MS program and eighteen months for the 
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PhD.  We charge no interest on the monthly payments and there are no additional fees.   
Since we believe you should have a Logotherapy Degree if you pursue the challenge  
and do the work, if the fees are a hardship we will lower the cost significantly. Please 
call Dee toll-free voicemail at 1-888-611-5531 or email at dee@fulfillmentforum.com to 
discuss further payment arrangements.

When  you  progress  beyond  the  complementary  first  course  --  an  academic  Don  is 
assigned  to  assist  in  your  study  via  email,  chat  or  voicemail should  that  become 
necessary. Your future reports and communications are expedited by dealing directly with 
your academic adviser.  

4. Your choice of one of the five majors or a composite major of five mega-courses after 
the  introductory  course  for  the  master’s  and  seven  for  the  doctorate,  should  be 
appropriate to each scholar’s personal or professional setting and interests.  They shall be 
selected from our core eighteen course core curriculum -- with the right to shift to more 
appropriate  courses  without  penalty  if  that  seems  best  for  you  while  pursuing  your 
pragmatic graduate program. We find it best to download one course at a time and to  
complete  it  before  downloading  the  next  one.   We  make  every  effort  to  meet  your 
academic interests and needs.  

You can also examine the collateral curriculum list authors to learn something about their 
work by entering their names into almost any major search engine such as Google.  You 
shall select two collateral volumes to accompany each of your five or seven elective core 
courses.

SHORT REPORTS SHORT REPORTS   
We suggest that your short three or four page core courses and two or three page 
collateral email reports to your Don be presented in three segments. 

1. Begin by identifying the volume and the author and reporting the major theme or the 
material that interests or challenges you. 

2. Describe the content you have chosen and tell why it was valuable or interesting to  
you.  

3. Explain how you plan on using or avoiding the concepts in your love, labor or 
leadership.   
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THE THESIS OR DISSERTATIONTHE THESIS OR DISSERTATION
You  are  given  the  choice  between  writing  a  thesis  or  dissertation  or  completing  a 
practicum in some area of your life and work.  

Should you write a report rather than doing the practicum, you shall plan for a thirty page 
document for the MS or a fifty page document for the PhD. 

Begin by creating a document file from the beginning of your study -- with which to 
organize your thesis or dissertation notes with page, paragraph and sentence numbers so 
they can easily be relocated.  

Take plenty of notes, save anything you even suspect may be useful from the content --  
along with the thoughts that come to you.  

When you are ready to write your major paper, you can go through your notes, separate 
the wheat from the chaff and organize the best material into the logical categories that 
pertain to your interests.  

Weave the appropriate material into a document with space between each concept that 
captured your interest  and connect  them in a  clear  and concise  manner in  your own 
words.  

Make it say something important to you for your life and career.  Write everything in a 
businesslike manner and use a spell checker.  

Remember, as one publishing house editor quipped -- “There are no great writers -- there 
are only great rewriters.”  Edit - edit - edit and always proof read the content several  
times because the strangest things can creep in unawares and computers do drop words 
and lines.  

You can print your thesis or dissertation and have it bound in hard copy with gold script 
on the cover as an addition to your library.  Submit your copy to your Don via Upload or 
email.  
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THE PRACTICUM THE PRACTICUM 
You  can  substitute  a  Logotherapy  practicum  for  the  thesis  or  the  dissertation  by 
completing some personal service during which you apply the concepts you are learning 
from your  study courses.   These  could  be  in  scouting  or  for  nursing  homes,  a  faith 
community, service clubs, school classes and etc. We have settled on twenty hours of 
interaction for the master’s and thirty for the doctorate.  For example, you could develop 
an hour long presentation about Logotherapy’s key points, add your own anecdotes and 
lecture high school or college students, church education sessions or service clubs as part 
of the practicum. Service clubs and church classes always need weekly speakers with 
interesting programs.  Much good exposure can be gained by discussing those things that 
are  so important  to  so many persons.  A brief  report  about  your experiences  shall  be 
needed for inclusion in your permanent record.  

Core courses of under one hundred pages and their collateral volumes are rated at five 
academic units in a master’s program and at seven units in a doctoral program. Core 
courses over one hundred pages and their collateral volumes are rated at seven units in a 
MS program and at nine units for a PhD program.  

We do not usually assign letter grades unless you want them but prefer working from an 
appropriate or a non-appropriate system that works best for committed scholars.  If a 
report is deemed inappropriate, your Don shall guide you through a revision to make it  
acceptable in your successful degree quest.   You are in competition for success with for 
no one but yourself.  You master the knowledge and wisdom of Logotherapy and report it 
to us and you do indeed receive your well earned degree.  

As with every other graduate school, we neither accept course work from other schools 
into our degree programs nor transfer our credits into degree programs in other graduate 
schools.  Because accepting courses other than Logotherapy would dilute our instruction, 
we use only our own core courses and the collateral volumes that we have listed. Of 
course as knowledge continues to mature, should you find a volume of value that is not 
on our list, simply report it to your Don who shall add it to our list.  We are committed to  
granting well earned terminal or pragmatic degrees to be used in the real world of love, 
labor and leadership rather than in academic settings.  We are firmly anchored in the real 
world of marriages, family satisfaction, worship, careers and personal satisfaction.
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WORKING YOUR PLANWORKING YOUR PLAN
Both our master’s and doctoral degree programs require that you begin with the same two 
introductory  elements --  Viktor  Frankl’s  first  generation book -  MAN’S SEARCH FOR 

MEANING which supplies the basics and our second generation course,  YOUR SEARCH 

FOR A MEANINGFUL LIFE that serves on a twenty-first century level.  

After completing our introductory course,  YOUR SEARCH FOR A MEANINGFUL LIFE,  
you shall respond to it with the three or four page report to our Registrar who will then 
assign an academic Don to be available via email, chat or voicemail in order to offer any 
assistance you may need. 

Next, read Frankl's  MAN’S SEARCH FOR MEANING, and  write your two or three page 
report and email the report to us via dee@fulfillmentforum.com or upload your report to 
your secure SkyDrive folder which we assign to you. 

These two books and the two short reports comprise the first segment or course of your 
graduate program in Logotherapy and shall be so recorded in your permanent electronic 
and hard copy record by our Registrar and reported to the State Of Minnesota Department 
of Education for their permanent records that can be retrieved in perpetuity.  

After completing and reporting on the two required introductory Logotherapy primers by 
DeVille and Frankl, the MS program consists of five more core curriculum mega-courses 
as the body of the master’s degree.  When our introductory course,  YOUR SEARCH  is 
counted - this brings the total core courses to six in number for the master’s work.  As 
you progress through your five elective Logotherapy segments from the eighteen mega-
course core curriculum, you shall also select two collateral classics to read with each of 
the five core volumes you have chosen or shall choose.  Thus, the collateral books to be 
read and reported for the MS are total ten in number in addition to Frankl’s primer -- 
MAN‘S SEARCH.  As you study and do the exercises and projects and take notes -- you 
shall choose a topic of personal interest for your thesis and gather the information and 
your  responses  needed  to  write  at  least  a  thirty  page  paper.  You  can  contact  your 
academic Don via email should you need information or assistance.  Of course, the above 
instruction is moot should you choose the practicum.  In that case you shall spend twenty 
hours for the MS or thirty hours for the PhD serving some group and applying your new 
Logotherapy concepts.  It is probably best to serve some segment of society gradually 
rather than all at once as on a weekend or a retreat.  
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To earn your PhD degree, seven core courses shall be completed and reported on after the 
Introductory YOUR SEARCH and MAN’S SEARCH have been completed.  Two collateral 
volumes of your own choosing are required for each core course, leading to a total of 
fourteen classic volumes to be read and briefly reported on to your Don.   

These are rigorous programs but we guarantee that you shall emerge with a far more 
complete and pragmatic battery of knowledge and wisdom about Logotherapy than any 
traditional graduate school offers.  You shall carry real fire-power for your personal and 
professional  use  when  you  complete  this  Oxford  University  style  graduate  degree 
approach.  

We suggest that each degree scholar arise an hour or so earlier four mornings each week 
and invest  that  time in study and thought  when she or  he  is  alert  and energetic.  By 
investing one monthly Saturday morning of four additional hours,  the masters can be 
earned in about twelve months while the doctorate will require from fourteen to sixteen 
months.  If you take good notes and save your best ideas while progressing through your 
Logotherapy core and collateral materials, the short reports and even your final thesis or 
dissertation will virtually write themselves without returning to the courses and pouring 
over what you have already covered.  If you apply the Logotherapy constructs during a 
practicum, you will develop some very good skills that shall benefit you for life.  

WHEN  YOU  READ  COMPREHENSIVELY  AND  TAKE  NOTES  WELL AND  

PRACTICE ENOUGH TO ABSORB AND CONVEY SOUND CONCEPTS - YOU  

REALLY  SHALL  GO  INTO  THE  WORLD  WITH  YOUR  WELL  EARNED  

GRADUATE  DEGREE  FOLLOWING  A  YEAR  OR  SO  OF  PART  TIME  AT  

HOME STUDY THAT AVOIDS ALL THE TRADITIONAL GRADUATE SCHOOL 

CONFLICTS,  COMPETITION AND THREE FOURTHS OR MORE OF THE  

COST.      

This is pretty much all there is to it. Invest one hundred twenty to two hundred hours over 
twelve  to  sixteen  months,  studying  this  world-class  work  about  people  in  search  of 
significance like yourself and the women and men whom you love, labor with and lead. 
Complete the core exercises and projects to better focus your increasing knowledge and 
wisdom and email or upload your responses and reactions after taking notes for a final 
summation about or practice exercises at what we sincerely believe is the finest form of 
living we have ever seen.   
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Of course -- as with every good thing in life -- the effort we invest in our lives and careers 
determine how much we benefit from them.  If you need more information, contact us by 
Toll-Free voicemail at 1-888-611-5531 or email at dee@fulfillmentforum.com and we 
shall help in any way we can. Keep your eye on the prize that symbolizes your extremely  
valuable new approach to life, love and career.  

Choose your five MS or seven PhD elective courses from the eighteen mega-courses 
described below.    

OUR CORE CURRICULUM OUR CORE CURRICULUM 
Never  in  the  history  of  psychology has  any psychospiritual  breakthrough become so 
valuable to so many persons as the life rewarding concepts and techniques of Action 
Logotherapy.  Viktor  Frankl’s  knowledge  and  wisdom far  surpasses  Sigmund  Freud’s 
Psychoanalysis, Alfred Adler’s Personal Psychology, B. F. Skinner’s Behaviorism or Eric 
Berne’s  Transactional Analysis.  We have learned from our personal experience while 
conducting many classes for thousands of committed learners in colleges, universities, 
companies, faith communities and many professional groups --  that this practical aspect 
of Existential Psychology shall be of utmost value to you and your family, company, faith 
community and society.  

Never before has any graduate program focused so intently and so comprehensively on 
the science and art of lifestyle Logotherapy.  We have no athletic teams, no Olympic 
swimming pool and not a single ancient ivy covered building.   We have no arts and crafts 
classes with which to spend a few empty hours.  We offer no grand costume balls and 
host no fraternity parties with fast flowing kegs.  

What we do offer you are the most complete and challenging core Logotherapy courses 
available anywhere -- well reinforced by scores of world class scholars who offer our 
degree candidates the opportunity to pick their brains and share their wisdom for your 
personal and communal benefit.  You will finish your distance learning experience with 
us with the knowledge and wisdom needed to make your life come out wisely and well.  

These letter size, single space pages average about 500 words per page which loads each 
superior course with a vast amount of valuable content.  
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PERSONAL LOGOTHERAPY MAJORSPERSONAL LOGOTHERAPY MAJORS

1. YOUR SEARCH FOR A MEANINGFUL LIFE 
The Logotherapy And Life Primer (240 Pages) 

Complimentary introductory core course required of each degree candidate. 
Scholars learn how the world class concepts of action Logotherapy resolve most of 
humankind’s psychospiritual and interpersonal challenges and leads to expertise in 
leadership. 

2. BECOMING A SIGNIFICANT SOUL 
Making Your Life Count For Something Special (164 Pages) 

Scholars will  learn how to make their lives count in a meaningful and satisfying 
manner by living with existential principles. They learn how to change their world 
through persistently following a sound vision of excellence.

3. APPLYING ALL YOUR POWERS 
The Personal Logotherapy Of Excellence (90 Pages) 

In ancient Greece, Socrates was advising his students to focus all  their powers 
along lines of excellence. Scholars learn how to work loyally, relate warmly, play 
joyously,  learn  wisely,  worship  devoutly  and  persevere  bravely.  You  create  a 
lifestyle so satisfying you want it to last forever. 
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WELLNESS LOGOTHERAPY MAJORSWELLNESS LOGOTHERAPY MAJORS

4. SEEKING SOUL LIBERATION 
The Cosmic Logotherapy Of Faith, Hope And Love (130 Pages) 

We  humans  are  subjective-minded  people  of  the  Cosmos  who  need  mystical 
experiences and earthy delights for life to be complete. Scholars learn how to live 
successfully with both spiritual introversion and physical extroversion. 

5. BEYOND PAINFUL DELUSIONS 
The Growth Logotherapy Of Forever Maturing (210 Pages) 

In an age when the learning curve of life is soaring swiftly, we cannot stop maturing 
without falling behind. Scholars learn how to choose wisely; how to relate warmly 
and how to learn key knowledge when he or she needs to use it. 

6. FOCUSING HUMAN BEHAVIOR 
The Depth Logotherapy That Shapes Choices (100 Pages) 

Each person has unconscious psychospiritual aspects of mind and spirit that affect 
all our attitudes and activities. Scholars learn how to apply these powerful motives 
and drives in the crucial aspects of life and love. 
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LEADERSHIP LOGOTHERAPY MAJORSLEADERSHIP LOGOTHERAPY MAJORS

7. NICE GUYS FINISH FIRST
The Persuasive Logotherapy Of A Generous Lifestyle (150 Pages) 

The rewarding way you treat normal  people persuades them to cooperate when 
striving toward mutual goals. Scholar learn how to persuade people to do what he 
or she asks them to do and then have then thank him or her for the opportunity to 
help. 

8. CHANNELS OF FULFILLMENT
The Joyous Logotherapy Of Meaning And Belonging (204 Pages) 

Life becomes fulfilling when we serve society successfully from places of the heart 
where we are loved and accepted. Scholars learn a series of crucial methods that 
when shared with other men and women, fills their lives with joyous satisfaction 
within families, congregations, work teams and communities. 

9. GRACE UNDER PRESSURE
The Integrated Logotherapy Of World Class Leadership (114 Pages) 

Successful  leaders mature through knowledge,  wisdom and intelligent and work, 
rather  than  being  born  extra-competent.  Scholars  learn  how  work  teams 
consistently succeed when the leader manages tangible resources with knowledge 
and leads intangible relationships with wisdom. 

10. LOGOTHERAPY IN ACTION
The Pragmatic Logotherapy Of Meaningful Relations (85 Pages) 

The  Techniques  that  manage  conflicts,  shape  attitudes,  behaviors  and  gather 
crucial  information  are  invaluable  to  us.  Scholars  learn  how to  apply  the  Basic 
Principle of life -- people continue doing the things that reward them and stop 
doing the things which fail them. 
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 FAMILY LOGOTHERAPY MAJORSFAMILY LOGOTHERAPY MAJORS

11. LOVERS FOR LIFE 
The Loving Logotherapy Of Lifelong Intimacy (170 Pages) 

Men and women together really must love and support one another for love and 
marriage to become consistently satisfying. Scholars learn men and women really 
do  need  each  other,  that  joyful  intimacy  is  psychospiritual  and  that  we  must 
manage growth friction as we mature at different rates. 

12. PARENTING WINNING CHILDREN
The Child Logotherapy Of High Expectations (160 Pages)

Children and adolescents do what we want them to more consistently when they are 
praised and rewarded for their successes rather than when criticized and punished 
for failing. Scholars learn how our children and students learn to succeed better 
from what we do well with them than from how often we admonish them. 

OTHER COURSES SUCH AS LOGOTHERAPY IN ACTION (10) AND 
FOCUSING HUMAN BEHAVIOR (6) ARE APPROPRIATE COURSES 
FOR DEVELOPING STRONG FAMILY SKILLS. 
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FAITH LOGOTHERAPY MAJORSFAITH LOGOTHERAPY MAJORS

13. PASTORAL LOGOTHERAPY 
Managing Psychospiritual Relations (105 Pages) 

Managing  interpersonal  relationships  well  is  one  major  aspect  of  any  pastoral 
ministry. Scholars learn how to manage difficult relationships, which many pastors 
report being their most challenging aspect of congregational ministry. 

14. LOGOTHERAPY METHODS 
For Pastors And Other Church Professionals (75 Pages) 

Every aspect of ministry is improved when we offer the spiritual benefits of faith 
to  others.  Scholars  learn  how  to  utilize  effective  tangible  and  intangible 
reinforcement to improve and empower a faith community. 

15. SHARING THE FAITH
The Relational Logotherapy Of Our Faith And God’s Grace (75 Pages) 

Something as wonderful  as the Gospel  message should be joyously shared with 
others. Scholars learn to use our persuasive Friendship approach through which 
the  fastest  growing  Protestant  denomination  is  baptizing  more  than  a  million 
converts annually. 

16. THE EMOTIONALLY MATURE CHRISTIAN
Living As A Passionate Disciple Of The Lord Jesus Christ (202 Pages) 

No one comes into the Christian faith as a spiritually mature disciple.  Scholars 
learn how to nurture the health of one’s soul with a variety of vital attitudes and 
activities and to share these with the people for whom we are responsible.
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A LOGOTHERAPY SUMMARY A LOGOTHERAPY SUMMARY 
(integrate into any of the majors) 

17. PSYCHOSPIRITUAL SATISFACTION
Logotherapy Review -- Of Meaning And Belonging (131 Pages) 

Scholars can use this  volume from time to time for review in  order to remain 
current in his or her understanding about and utilization of Logotherapy concepts 
and methods.

18. BECOMING – FOREVER BECOMING
The Crucial Elements Of Logotherapy Restated (173 Pages) 

A very good  reprise  for  Lay  Readers  or  for  a  Professional  looking  up  specific 
elements of the courses from which each major has been selected. 
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THE COLLATERAL CURRICULUM THE COLLATERAL CURRICULUM   

A Rich Cornucopia Of Psychospiritual ClassicsA Rich Cornucopia Of Psychospiritual Classics

For master’s  or  doctoral  programs,  any two of  the  following classics  by  world  class 
scholars  shall  be  chosen,  read  and  reported  on  to  one’s  academic  Don  as  collateral 
projects to accompany each of the five master’s or seven doctoral  elective core courses 
being studied.  Each elective core segment and its collateral choices should be studied 
and reported to your academic Don for your permanent record before beginning the next 
project and its collateral studies.  
 
You really should download and read Dr. George Boeree’s excellent report on Frankl’s 
life and work before you get too far into your degree program in Logotherapy.   You can 
also use Google, Ask Yahoo or other search engines to learn more about Viktor Frankl, 
Jard  DeVille,  Logotherapy  and  Existential  Psychology  --  in  order  to  get  a  better 
understanding of our  work.  The FULFILLMENT FORUM web site also includes a great 
deal  of  information about  the  work  of  Jard,  Roberta  and Dee DeVille.   Most  of  the 
following world class authors’ biographies can be found in any major search engine.  

WORLD-CLASS MATERIALS FOR YOUR WORLD-CLASS MATERIALS FOR YOUR 
EXISTENTIAL WISDOMEXISTENTIAL WISDOM

Please Please Click The Link For Logotherapy Center Google Library

VIKTOR FRANKL (Biographic Report) -- C. George Boeree 

Download  from  Shippensburg State University web site   
http://webspace.ship.edu/cgboer/frankl.html

MAN’S SEARCH FOR MEANING   -- Viktor Frankl

The Introductory Collateral Volume Required Of Each Degree Candidate

THE DOCTOR AND THE SOUL   -- Viktor Frankl

THE UNCONSCIOUS GOD   -- Viktor Frankl

PSYCHOTHERAPY AND EXISTENTIALISM  -- Viktor Frankl

(Or any other of Frankl’s many books)

EITHER/OR  -- Soren Kierkegaard

WORKS OF LOVE -- Soren Kierkegaard

FEAR AND TREMBLING -- Soren Kierkegaard

THE CONCEPT OF DREAD -- Soren Kierkegaard
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STAGES ON LIFE’S WAY -- Soren Kierkegaard

CHRISTIAN DISCOURSES -- Soren Kierkegaard

ON BECOMING A PERSON  -- Carl Rogers

CLINICAL TREATMENT OF THE PROBLEM CHILD -- Carl Rogers

CLIENT CENTERED THERAPY  -- Carl Rogers

FREEDOM TO LEARN -- Carl Rogers

A WAY OF BEING -- Carl Rogers

CIVILIZATION AND ITS DISCONTENTS  --  Sigmund Freud

THE PSYCHOPATHOLOGY OF EVERYDAY LIFE -- Sigmund Freud

THE INTERPRETATION OF DREAMS -- Sigmund Freud

THE FUTURE OF AN ILLUSION -- Sigmund Freud

THE EGO AND THE MECHANISMS OF DEFENSE  -- Anna Freud

A CHILD’S PARENT DIES (Childhood Bereavement)  -- Anna Freud

PSYCHOLOGY AND RELIGION  -- Carl Jung

MAN AND HIS SYMBOLS -- Carl Jung

UNDERSTANDING HUMAN NATURE  -- Alfred Adler  

WHAT LIFE COULD MEAN TO YOU --  Alfred Adler 

SELF-ACTUALIZATION  -- Abraham Maslow

TOWARD A PSYCHOLOGY OF BEING -- Abraham Maslow

MOTIVATION AND PERSONALITY -- Abraham Maslow

RELIGIONS, VALUES AND PEAK EXPERIENCES  -- Abraham Maslow

THE FURTHER REACHES OF HUMAN NATURE --  Abraham Maslow

BEYOND PSYCHOLOGY  -- Otto Rank

A PSYCHOLOGY OF DIFFERENCE  -- Otto Rank

LOVE AND WILL -- Rollo May

FREEDOM AND DESTINY  -- Rollo May

POWER AND INNOCENCE -- Rollo May

ANXIETY  -- Rollo May

THE INTERPERSONAL THEORY OF PSYCHIATRY  -- Harry S. Sullivan

THE PSYCHIATRIC INTERVIEW -- Harry S. Sullivan
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 HUMAN POTENTIALITIES -- Gardner Murphy

PERSONALITY - A Biosocial Approach  -- Gardner Murphy   (Counts as two projects)

THE NEUROTIC PERSONALITY OF OUR TIME -- Karen Horney

NEUROSES AND HUMAN GROWTH -- Karen Horney

OUR INNER CONFLICTS -- Karen Horney

GAMES PEOPLE PLAY  -- Eric Berne

WHAT DO YOU SAY AFTER YOU SAY HELLO?  -- Eric Berne

SCRIPTS PEOPLE LIVE  -- Claude Steiner

GAMES ALCOHOLICS PLAY -- Claude Steiner

I’M O K -- YOU’RE OK  -- Thomas Harris

THE PSYCHOLOGY OF SELF-ESTEEM--Nathaniel Branden

THE DISOWNED SELF—Nathaniel Branden

BREAKING FREE—Nathaniel Branden

UNDERSTANDING EXPERIENCE -- Medard Boss

TRAUMA -- CULTURE, MEANING AND PHILOSOPHY -- Medard Boss

THE DIMENSIONS OF DREAMS -- Medard Boss

MERE CHRISTIANITY  --  C S Lewis

LETTERS TO AN AMERICAN LADY  -- C S Lewis

THROUGH THE SHADOWLANDS -- A True Love Story -- C S Lewis

TRANSACTIONAL ANALYSIS TODAY -- Ian Stewart

TRANSACTIONAL ANALYSIS COUNSELING -- Ian Stewart

COUNSELING - AN INTRODUCTION -- Dugald Arbuckle

COUNSELING AND PSYCHOTHERAPY -- Dugald Arbuckle 

COUNSELING PHILOSOPHY -- Dugald Arbuckle

BORN TO WIN  -- Muriel James/Dorothy Jongward

THE O K BOSS -- Muriel James

IT’S NEVER TOO LATE TO BE HAPPY -- Muriel James

MAN’S SEARCH FOR A MEANINGFUL FAITH  -- Robert Leslie

JESUS AND LOGOTHERAPY -- Robert Leslie
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LIFE AFTER LIFE -- Raymond Moody 

YOUR ERRONIOUS ZONES  -- Wayne Dyer

YOU’LL SEE IT WHEN YOU BELIEVE IT  -- Wayne Dyer

REAL MAGIC -- Wayne Dyer   (He has several new books through Public Radio Stations.)

THE MIND GAME – WITCH DOCTORS AND PSYCHIATRISTS—E. Fuller Torrey

THE DENIAL OF DEATH  -- Ernest Becker

ESCAPE FROM EVIL -- Ernest Becker

THE BIRTH AND DEATH OF MEANING -- Ernest Becker

BLACK RAGE—WH Grier and PM Cobbs

NUTRITION AND YOUR MIND—George Watson

AWARENESS—John O Stevens

BECOMING  -- Gordon Allport

THE INDIVIDUAL AND HIS RELIGION  -- Gordon Allport

BETWEEN PARENT AND CHILD -- Hiam Ginott 

BETWEEN PARENT AND TEENAGER  -- Hiam Ginot

THE ADVENTURE OF LIVING  -- Paul Tournier 

THE MEANING OF PERSONS   -- Paul Tournier

THROGH THE VALLEY OF THE KWAI  -- Ernest Gordon

THE GUIDEBOOK FOR THE NEW CHRISTIAN -- Ernest Gordon

TO END ALL WARS -- Ernest Gordon

PSYCHOANALYSIS AND RELIGION—Erich Fromm

PSYCHO-CYBERNETICS AND SELF-FULFILLMENT—Maxwell Maltz

THE FEMININE MYSTIQUE  -- Betty Friedan 

THE SECOND STATE -- Betty Friedan
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THE MYSTICISM OF PAUL THE DESCIPLE  --  Albert Schweitzer 

THE QUEST FOR THE HISTORIC JESUS -- Albert Schweitzer     

Many of these classics can be found and downloaded from the vast library collections of  
Google,  Ask Yahoo,  MSN and other  search engines.   Most  are  available  in  city  and 
university libraries or information centers at little or no cost.   Many libraries, even when 
they do not have a book you want, can find it for you at some other library.  Some can be 
purchased used or as reprints for a few dollars on Ebay.   

OUR  PROMISE  OUR  PROMISE  -  We  accept  persons  of  all  nationalities,  creeds  and  races  with  a 
bachelor’s degree or the equivalent in credit hours or with appropriate career shaping 
experience,  because  life  cares  neither  where  you  learn  nor  how  you  gain  wisdom. 
Society simply wants you to perform wisely and well -- while we have the where-with-all 
to bring a major love, labor and leadership advantage into your life and career.   Our 
programs are especially valuable to intellectually ambitious and busy persons who are 
already progressing through their educations or professions with confidence and skill or 
who are successfully engaged with other persons  We eagerly educate women and men 
who desire the additional advantage of a well earned graduate degree and the diploma 
and certification which represents your potent knowledge with increased effectiveness on 
the job and in the society. 

OF COURSE, SOCIETY WANTS YOU TO  -- OF COURSE, SOCIETY WANTS YOU TO  -- 

DEMONSTRATE YOUR ABILITY TO DEVELOP AN ACTION PLAN,

CARRY YOUR PLAN THROUGH TO A SUCCESSFUL CONCLUSION, 
 
MANAGE YOUR SOUND RESULTS WITH GRACE AND GENEROSITY.  

Your sophisticated Logotherapy degree will reflect your ability to unfold a significant 
vision, develop a vehicle through which to reach meaningful goals and work hard and 
smart enough to bring that vision to fruition.  Your diploma, transcripts, certification and 
letters of commendation shall be your valid symbols of the knowledge and wisdom our 
programs  make  available  to  scholars.  They  reveal  your  commitment  but  even  more, 
verify  the  battery  of  skills  you  have  mastered  for  yourself,  about  love,  labor  and 
leadership  and  about  the  persons  with  whom you  must  both  compete  and cooperate 
through the tasks in which you invest your life and career.
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Choose from the core courses we offer and consider the existential collateral volumes 
from the world-class scholars of the last century and a half -- from  Soren Kierkegaard 
and Sigmund Freud to those still working such as Wayne Dyer and Ric Warren.  The 
benefits of using such a fabulous library are too many to be easily reported to you.

When you choose what you need from the eighteen superior core segments, through the 
master’s and doctoral  DEVILLE LOGOTHERAPY LEARNING CENTER degree programs. 
they are reinforced by the scores of collateral works from world class authors, in order to 
increase each graduate’s span of expertise.   

If at any time you decide for any reason that you want to change from a  previously  
selected  course  to  another,  you  have  only  to  inform  us  and  ask  by  title  for  the  
replacement.  

We believe that you shall find this educational approach extremely valuable -- because 
Viktor Frankl’s LOGOTHERAPY is the greatest advance in psychospiritual wisdom since 
Freud and Adler revolutionized our knowledge of the human psyche more than a century 
ago.  It  may  even  be  the  best  since  Jesus  of  Nazareth  was  the  first  and  foremost 
Logotherapy counselor. We can indeed teach you how to live a life filled with purpose 
and to find consistent meaning in your marriage, child rearing practices and professional 
career -- despite the painful mass neurosis of meaninglessness or a lack of purpose that 
afflicts  multitudes  of  men and women in  our  challenging era  of  secular  failures  and 
incessant and troubling change. Literally millions of unhappy and restless souls report 
that  they feel  stuck in life as they suffer often from the existential  frustration that  is 
caused by the secular and meaningless lifestyle tolerated by so many persons.   And you 
can  certainly  enhance  your  life,  marriage,  family  and  career  by  learning  how  to 
consistently;

ORGANIZE ALL YOUR POWERS ALONG LINES OF EXCELLECE, 

MANAGE INTERPERSONAL RELATIONSHIPS WISELY AND WELL, 

SHARE THE REWARDS OF ACHIEVEMENT WITH YOUR SUPPORTERS, 

CREATE A COMMITTED COMMUNITY OF COOPERATIVE MEN AND WOMEN.   
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YOUR BENEFITS --  YOUR BENEFITS --  We offer you the most complete Logotherapy education available 
anywhere -- which can be integrated into each participant’s schedule at an affordable 
cost.  We do get right to the point of teaching great methods of achieving personally and 
professionally  by offering each degree candidate a virtual  Cosmos of knowledge and 
wisdom with which to develop a meaningful life and career.  Each participant can emerge 
from his or her efforts in a year or not much more in spare time effort with the personal 
and career advantages of -- 

A POWERFUL CURRICULUM  A POWERFUL CURRICULUM  --  --  Our approach not only reflects the knowledge and 
wisdom of Professors Frankl and DeVille in many crucial aspects of life -- but puts you 
within the very fertile minds of many world class existential scholars.   Our Logotherapy 
courses are indeed of the very highest quality. 

PSYCHOLOGICAL KNOWLEDGE --  PSYCHOLOGICAL KNOWLEDGE --  This program enables you to focus and utilize 
your maturing intellectual and psychospiritual powers directly on the greatest benefit for 
yourself,  your  family,  your  faith  community  and  career  center.  Once  again,  we 
recommend that  you see for  yourself  the  level  of excellence we are  offering you by 
completing your gratis copy of YOUR SEARCH FOR A MEANINGFUL LIFE.

SPIRITUAL WISDOM --  SPIRITUAL WISDOM --  This double tiered approach toward meaning and belonging 
gives you the ability to make the most valuable decisions, the wisest choices you can 
make, when and where they are needed in a wide variety of settings.  

EASE OF LEARNING --  EASE OF LEARNING --  Our on - line method gives you the ability to make the best 
possible use of your time and finances for yourself, your family and your professional 
mission in the evolving stages of your life and career.  Everything you need is at your 
fingertips or available through the Internet or library --  except for a spiral notebook,  a 
pen and an Internet connection.    

FREEDOM TO CHOOSE -- FREEDOM TO CHOOSE -- Do it your way -- select the five additional masters or seven 
doctoral post-introductory courses from the eighteen volume core curriculum and ten or 
fourteen collateral volumes that meet your needs from the scores of great books.  You can 
mix or match them for yourself.  

REASONABLE TUITION  --  REASONABLE TUITION  --  We charge about one third or less of the expense of an e - 
mail or distance learning degree from a traditional school.  The entire cost for a master’s 
program is $2,000 that will be discounted $300 if paid in full within the first month or so 
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after enrollment.  The doctorate fee is $3,000 with the $500 discount for payment in full. 
We also accept $500 dollars down with a monthly payment until the bill is paid in its 
entirety. And we make arrangements for group fees when three students or more form a 
study group in person or as a Logotherapy chat room.  This is about a twelve month 
commitment  for  the  masters  and  sixteen  months  or  the  doctorate.  We  also  help  our 
students get tuition assistance and rebates by supplying information packets and letters or 
phone calls  to employers,  continuing education committees,  school boards and others 
who will benefit from your career growth.   

EVIDENCE  OF ACHIEVEMENT  --  EVIDENCE  OF ACHIEVEMENT  --  This  includes  transcripts,  attractive  diplomas, 
letters of recommendation, professional certification and especially a powerful positive 
attitude and high expectation of competence and successful service. 

PERSONAL COMMITMENT  PERSONAL COMMITMENT   –   –  We shall  not deceive you. Acquiring a well  earned 
Logotherapy degree and all the benefits it offers, is not easy.  It requires hours of reading 
and thought, the writing of reports and discussions in chat rooms,  At times the work may 
seem to draw blood.  But the content is always interesting and personally valuable.  A 
sound study course from our curriculum empowers you the graduate with the knowledge 
and wisdom needed to best serve yourself, family, church, company and society.  It can 
be earned by investing eight or so hours each week in study for twelve to sixteen months. 
And then you shall benefit from great Logotherapy existential knowledge and wisdom for 
the rest of your life.  

WE DO LOGOTHERAPY EXTRAORDINARILY WELLWE DO LOGOTHERAPY EXTRAORDINARILY WELL

finis 
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